1-800-DRY-ICE2
www.continentalcarbonic.com

Operator’s MANUAL
Warning: To minimize risk of serious injury or death, read manual before using FREEZE
CLEAN™. Follow instructions and safety precautions in manual during use and maintenance.
Keep this manual near the machine so it is easily accessible to the machine operator.

For a full product line please visit
www.continentalcarbonic.com.

CALL 1-800-DRY-ICE2 TO ORDER BLASTING DRY ICE PELLETS
www.continentalcarbonic.com

CONTINENTAL CARBONIC PRODUCTS, INC. LIMITED WARRANTY

Safety Precautions – Read Before Using
General
•

The owner or lessee of the dry ice blasting machine must ensure that the person operating the dry
ice blasting machine has fully read this manual, understands it, and is able to follow the safety
precautions on the following pages and on the dry ice blasting machine.

Precautions Before and During Blasting
•

Never exceed recommended hose or blasting machine unit pressure levels. See “General Air
Requirements” on page 5.

•

Make sure hoses are securely tightened before use.

•

DO NOT use the dry ice blasting machine if you are wearing a pacemaker. PACEMAKER MAY
MALFUNCTION.

•

Air, CO2 gas, and dry ice pellets leave the gun nozzle at high speed. Do not aim the nozzle at a
person(s) or where other people are located. Dry ice pellets can be deflected from the object being
cleaned.

This Limited Warranty shall not apply to and Seller shall be neither responsible nor liable for:
A. Incidental damages, consequential damages, collateral losses, special losses, or fees of any nature
including attorneys’ fees and legal expenses;

•

Face shield, ear protection, and gloves are provided. The operator must wear protective gear before
and during blasting. If gear is missing, replace it before using machine. It is recommended that
anyone standing in the blasting area also wear similar protective gear.

B. Equipment defects caused by abnormal conditions or use, accident, neglect or misuse of equipment,
improper storage or damages resulting during shipment as determined by Seller;

•

Keep dry ice blasting machine hopper lid closed during blasting.

C. The effects of corrosion, erosion, and normal wear and tear;

•

Turn air source off before removing blast hose from the dry ice blasting machine.

•

Never disconnect air supply hose before shutting off air supply system.

Static Electricity
•

Static discharge of electricity can occur. Always make sure that the objects to be cleaned are
adequately grounded and that the grounding remains stable throughout the cleaning process.

•

Ground the object being cleaned by using the ground reel provided. Hook one clip of the reel to the
object and the other to a ground source, such as a water pipe.

Explosion
•

The machine must never be used where there is danger of an explosion.

Skin Burn
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Continental Carbonic Products, Inc. (hereinafter referred to jointly as “Seller”) warrants to Buyer that the
FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice blasting machine (“Equipment”) is free from defects in materials and workmanship
for a period of 180 days from the date of shipment to the Buyer, under normal use, maintenance and
service as specified in the Operator’s Manual. Seller’s liability is limited to repair or replacement, at its
option, of the Equipment or any of its component parts, which Seller, in its sole discretion, has determined
to be defective. Upon written request, Seller shall, at its option, correct any defect by suitable repair, or
furnish a replacement part F.O.B. point of shipment, provided Buyer has stored, installed, maintained
and operated such Equipment in accordance with good industry practices and complied with the specific
recommendations of Seller contained in the Operator’s Manual. Seller shall not be liable for any repairs,
replacements, modifications or adjustments to the Equipment or any of its component parts, or any costs of
labor performed by Buyer or others without Seller’s prior express written approval.

•

At atmospheric pressure, CO2 in a solid form has a temperature of -79°C/-110°F and can burn
when it contacts unprotected skin. Always wear protective clothing and eye protection.

•

Read the material safety data sheet provided by the dry ice supplier and follow instructions to avoid
dry ice contact with exposed skin.
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D. Deviation from the Operator’s Manual, its prescribed maintenance program, replacement parts,
specifications or other terms of sale;
E. Labor charges, loss or damage resulting from improper operation, maintenance or repairs made by
person(s) other than Seller or Seller-authorized service representatives; and/or
F. Improper use or application of the Equipment.
G. No warranty, express or implied, including the warranty set forth herein, shall apply to Equipment
part #s Blast (Siphon) Hose (#6818), Static Ground Wire with Clips and Reel (#6715), Vibrator Air Hose
(#008), Ear Protection (#6706), Safety Shield for Eye and Face Protection (#119), and Safety Gloves for
Hand Protection (#6705).
IN NO EVENT SHALL SELLER BE LIABLE FOR CLAIMS OR DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF THE
EQUIPMENT PURCHASE PRICE, WHETHER AS A RESULT OF A BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH
OF WARRANTY, STRICT LIABILITY, OR NEGLIGENCE.
THE ABOVE WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY
OR SUITABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WHICH WARRANTIES ARE
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. BUYER’S REMEDY SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT
(AT SELLER’S OPTION) OF THE EQUIPMENT AND/OR ITS COMPONENT PARTS AS DESCRIBED
ABOVE; NO LABOR OR FREIGHT ALLOWANCE IS IMPLIED. SELLER ASSUMES NO LIABILITY
FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE EQUIPMENT.
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Troubleshooting

Safety Precautions, cont.

If there is dry ice in the hopper and air is engaged but no dry ice is coming out, there may be a clog
in the blast hose. Hold the exit end of the blast gun against a solid flat surface for one second with the
deadpan ball valve engaged. This will cause back pressure, clearing the hose back into the hopper. You
may need to do this more frequently when the hopper is fuller.

Danger of Thrown Loose Objects

WARNING: Make sure the hopper lid is latched when operating machine and when performing this
back pressure operation.

•

There is a risk of dry ice pellets and loose objects being deflected during blasting.

•

Before blasting, secure or remove loose objects.

•

Everyone in the blasting area must always wear approved protective safety glasses with side shield,
goggles or a face shield when working with or near the machine.

Noise
No dry ice flow

Check hopper and refill dry ice if empty.

•

The level of noise in the area where the operator works may exceed the maximum permissible level.

•

The owner or lessee is responsible for informing the operator of any ear protection precautions
where the dry ice blasting machine is being used since legislation on maximum permissible noise
levels varies.

If dry ice in hopper is packed, hold nozzle against
solid flat surface to clear feed line.
Air supply / pressure low or intermittent

Check air flow. Make sure vibrator is running.

Dust

Check air line, must be minimum 1” interior
diameter or larger for distances over 100 ft.

•

Compressor too small. Use minimum 25HP
electric air compressor.

Dangerous CO2 Concentrations

Check air supply line. Make sure there are no
kinks or obstructions.
Dry ice clogged in hopper or supply line

Check for water or condensation in air line.
Check your air source and air lines to make sure
that they are filtered and drained before the air
lines are connected to the FREEZE CLEAN™.

•

Dry ice pellets are solid carbon dioxide. When being used as a blasting medium, they become
heated and change into a gas (sublimates). This will cause elevated levels of CO2 in confined areas.
If possible, only use dry ice blasting machine in well-ventilated areas.

•

Use a CO2 detector in a confined area where there is limited ventilation. It will alert the operator
before the CO2 concentration exceeds the prescribed limit. Refer to OSHA regulations when working
in confined spaces.

•

NOTE: Low CO2 concentrations (3-5%) can cause rapid breathing and headaches. 7-12%
concentration produces headaches, nausea, and possible unconsciousness. Higher concentrations
lead to higher risks, up to and including death by suffocation.

Dry ice is old; replace with fresh dry ice.
Check hopper and supply line for debris.

Blasting will send dust into the air. The operator and anyone working nearby should wear a dust or
breathing mask.

Warning label
•

A warning label has been attached to the top of the hopper lid. Read and follow the precautions on
this label.

•

If these labels have fallen off or become illegible, replace them. Replacement labels are shown by
part number in the Parts List.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
EAR PROTECTION		
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SAFETY SHIELD		

SAFETY GLOVES
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How FREEZE CLEAN™ Works

Parts List

Dry and Thermal Cleaning Process
The FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice blasting machine and its accessories combine the best characteristics of
sand blasting and steam cleaning and minimize cleaning costs. Cleaning with dry ice blasting can be an
excellent alternative to cleaning with traditional cleaning methods.
Dry ice blasting combines a dry cleaning process (such as in sand blasting) with a thermal cleaning
process (such as in steam cleaning). The blasting media itself (dry ice pellets) turns into a gas without
becoming a liquid. This means that, in most cases, the process can be used for cleaning components,
machinery, and equipment without dismantling them and often without having to protect adjacent
machinery.

1
6

8

10
(inside) 9
2

No Residual Blasting Media
Dry ice blasting provides a dry, non-abrasive, and extremely efficient cleaning process that leaves no
residual blasting media to be disposed of. It also leaves no undesired substances to penetrate or become
deposited in the machine and components.

4

7
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Dry Ice Blasting – How it Operates
Dry Ice Pellets
The dry ice blasting machine uses 3mm dry ice pellets as the blasting medium. These pellets have a
temperature of -110° Fahrenheit. Blasting with these pellets at a very fast speed changes them from a
solid to a gas form upon contact with the surface being cleaned. This change from a solid to a gas, along
with the impact on the surface, loosens the impurities. The impurities then quickly fall off the surface
being cleaned.

Item No.

Method

4

9A

5

Part No.

Description

The dry ice blasting machine contains a dry ice hopper, blast hose and gun. The pellets are siphoned
from the hopper to the blast gun mixing chamber and propelled through the gun nozzle at a high speed.

1

6713

Blast Gun with Nozzle and Air Jet (epoxy coated)

2

6818

Blast (Siphon) Hose, Low Temperature

Cleaning Action

3

385

10” Semi Pneumatic Wheel (qty = 2)

The cleaning effect of dry ice blasting is based on three actions:

4

6715

Static Ground Wire with Clips and Reel

•

Thermal Effect – The cold dry ice pellets shrink and loosen the impurities on impact due to the
thermal shock of the pellets.

5

6712

Cart End Cap (qty = 2)

•

Kinetic Effect – When the pellets leave the blasting gun nozzle, they have high kinetic energy and
strike the impurities at a high speed, aiding removal.

6

2253

Spring Return Deadpan Ball Valve (Safety shut off valve)

7

008

Vibrator Air Hose (sold per foot) 13.5’ required with a minimum of ¾” in interior diameter

•

Expansion – The dry ice pellets expand into the brittle impurities as the CO2 goes from a solid form
to a vapor state. The resulting increase in volume helps remove debris.

8

6719

Vibrator for Hopper

9

6701

Grating and Flow Feed Plate

9A

6720

High Flow Grating Feed Plate

10

6721

Warning Label - Safety Gear and Operational Saftey

--

6706

Ear Protection (see page 3)

--

119

Safety Shield for Eye and Face Protection (see page 3)

--

6705

Safety Gloves for Hand Protection (see page 3)
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Blast Air Quality

Dry Ice Blasting Uses

Using Plant Air (Central Compressed Air System)

Dry ice blasting has many practical applications, including:

Manufacturing plants with central compressed air systems should already have or, if not, will need to
use an after cooler/drier. To verify that the plant air system is adequate for the FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice
blasting operation, the compressor needs to produce an air volume 10% greater than the blast machine’s
minimum air volume, in addition to the air volume consumption by normal plant air operation.

•

Aerospace

•     Packaging

•

Printing

•     Foundries

•

Automotive

•     Utilities

•

Rubber and Plastics

•     Food Processing

•

Contract Cleaning

•     Manufacturing

•

Electronics

To determine if air volume is adequate, watch the pressure gauge on your air system while blasting:
•

If the gauge drops slowly, the compressor is insufficient.

•

If the gauge drops quickly, there is a restriction or the air piping is too small.

•

If the gauge stays steady, then the compressor and piping are adequate.

To maintain adequate pressure to the FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice blasting machine:
•

•

If the FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice blasting machine will be located 50 feet (15 meters) or less from the
air compressor, it is recommended that you use a 3/4 inch (1.9 centimeter) interior diameter air hose
to connect the air source to the blast gun.
If the FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice blasting machine will be located more than 50 feet (15 meters) from
the air compressor, it is recommended that you use a 1 inch (2.5 centimeter) interior diameter air
hose from the air compressor to within 50 feet (15 meters) of the FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice blasting
machine and then use a ¾ inch (1.9 centimeter) interior diameter air hose for the last 50 feet (15
meters).

Using Portable Diesel Compressed Air
If using portable diesel compressed air, the minimum requirements are 185 cfm – 5.6m3/min.

General Air Requirements
Compressed air is needed to operate the FREEZE CLEAN™ vibrator, siphon the dry ice from the FREEZE
CLEAN™ hopper and propel the dry ice pellets from the FREEZE CLEAN™ gun.
•

Minimum air requirement: 100 cfm @ 70 psi

•

Minimum 25HP electric air compressor

•

70 to 150 psi recommended

Warning. Exceeding the maximum recommended psi of 150 may damage the FREEZE
CLEAN™ dry ice blasting system, its component parts, personal property nearby in the
area of cleaning and may also cause personal injury.
If pressure drops slowly during operation, the compressor is insufficient, there is a restriction in the air
piping, or the air piping is too small. For more information, see “Blast Air Quality” on page 8.

Blasting with hot, moist air that is generated from portable diesel air compressors is a leading cause of
poor dry ice blasting and can result in frequent blockage issues. Some portable diesel air compressors
are unable to cool or remove air moisture from the compressed air. An after cooler/dryer is often
required to reduce the discharge air temperature from the portable diesel air compressor to the lower of
100°F (37.7°C) or within 15° F (-9°C) of ambient air temperature.
Visit continentalcarbonic.com to learn more about purchasing or renting an after cooler/dryer.
Without an after cooler/dryer, the following may occur:
1. Incoming air moisture may rapidly cool and freeze in the blast hose or blast gun.
2. Water ice may accumulate in the hopper distorting the air flow.
3. Water ice buildup may continue inside the blast hose, to the nozzle.
4. Water ice may break off inside the hose and lodge in the nozzle, causing a jam.
5. Water ice may exit the nozzle and damage the target surface.

8
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Setting up and Operating FREEZE CLEAN™

Maintenance

Before Each Use

Blast Hose Inspection and Repair

1. Pay special attention to places on the blast hose that may have kinked during operation.

Blast hose must be inspected for wear before and after each use. A worn, cracked or leaking hose must
be replaced before using machine. Only replace the blast hose with original manufacturer
replacement parts!

2. If any kind of damage to the blast hose or dry ice blasting machine itself is noted, it must be repaired
before use.
Blasting Procedure
Warning. Read and follow safety precautions.
1. Position machine on a level surface and block wheels to prevent unit from moving unexpectedly.
2. Check the ball valve at the end of the blast gun to make sure it is in the closed position. The valve is
spring loaded. Be sure that there are no kinks in blast hose and that there is no damage to the hose
or the FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice blasting machine. If any kind of damage is noted, it must be repaired
before the FREEZE CLEAN™ dry ice blasting machine can be used.
3. NOTE: If an air line has not been used much, water and rust may have collected in the line. If so,
before plugging into the air supply, purge the line to prevent contamination of the FREEZE CLEAN™
dry ice blasting machine.
4. Check hose connections to be sure they are tight and secure. Connect compressed air hose to blast
gun. Turn on air supply to air hose.
5. Put protective face shield, ear protection, and gloves on. Connect ground cable to object being
cleaned and a ground source such as a water pipe. Wear protective clothing to cover any exposed
skin.
6. Open hopper lid and be sure plate #6701 is in the hopper. Fill hopper with dry ice to within 2” to 3”
of top. Close lid and latch shut. NOTE: For higher ice flow rate, use optional high flow grating feed
plate #6720 which is also supplied.
7. You are now ready to begin blasting. Hold blast gun and valve with both hands. Pull back on valve;
blasting will begin.
NOTE: The hopper vibrator will begin working when the ball valve is opened and blasting begins.
The vibrator will shut off when the valve is closed.
8. To stop blasting, shut off ball valve. The valve handle is spring loaded and should easily return to
the closed position.
After Each Use
1. Examine connections for wear and tear. Tighten and replace as necessary.
2. Check hopper for condensation and wipe out before using again.
3. When hopper is empty after blasting, allow air only to flow through system for two minutes to help
remove any ice buildup. CAUTION: Remember high pressure air is still coming from hose.
4. Disconnect air when machine is not being used. Before disconnecting, bleed air line by opening
spring loaded valve after the air supply is turned off.
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